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Whether one considers oneself the engine or the steering wheel
in any operation, community or group, there are a couple of things
that hold true. In this analogy, there are many parts to a vehicle that
make it operable. There is the rear view mirror, there are doors, oil,
gas so on and so forth.
The old saying "It takes a village" or "Multiple sticks are stronger
than one" contain the same intrinsic message. It takes a group of
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unified individuals to accomplish and maintain anything of value. That
means that each piece, part or person knows their function within the
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whole and is dedicated to fulfill their purpose for the sake of the
whole operating as intended.
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Everyone likes to consider themselves a leader, but sometimes
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one must follow first to learn how to lead or to show what one can do
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before leading. It takes a true leader to understand this and to
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evaluate ones role in the group. Being a rear view mirror insures
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vision, not a driving force, but a necessary function nonetheless. The
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reality is that most people are leading and following at the same time
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in one capacity or another and the most important thing is to
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newsletter@steamteams.org

embrace one's role within the group to achieve the mutually agreed
upon goals. Happy Thanksgiving
J. Dodd Jr. - Executive Director

Dekalb Academy
of Technology &

STEM@

Environment, also
known as DATE, is a
leading Charter school
in Dekalb County and
one of the few honing

STEAM Teams is honored to enter another year as the STEAM
partner of choice with Dekalb Academy of Technology & Environment
Charter School. Middle School, students entered into the CTAE (Career
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the Founder and Executive
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Director for STEAM Teams
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Technical and Agricultural Education) path will now have the chance to
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also the CEO for Universal
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interesting courses

Phoenix Group and an
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Solar/Green Energy. K through 4th graders will have Robotics classes,

and things to teach,

avid serial entrepreneur.

ambitious goals of

which focus on many of the fundamentals of robotics and

but to make the

engineering.

lessons fun and

STEM Certification
credentials. DATE's

becoming one of the
top 10 charter schools
in the nation. Headed
since its inception by
Morehouse Alum, Dr.
Maury Wills, DATE
has taken a
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environment. We
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INDUSTRYPROFESSIONALSVISITDATE
CTAE students have been fortunate to have multiple visits by
notable industry professionals in the last couple of weeks. First
there was filmmaker Monty Ross and then producer Chris Buck.
Ross co-founded 40 Acres and a Mule with Spike Lee and has
worked on a multitude of well known movies, commercials and
other productions. He plans to stay connected to the Digital
Media classes as a virtual reporter in the field, which is very
exciting. Mr. Buck, likewise, is working on many famous TV shows
and and big time movies and music videos. He visited 5th and 6th
grade classes, focusing on the many different jobs within the
production pipeline through spirited discussion.
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and develop a

Special guest

passion for their
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interests. We look
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students reach their

impact with the Digital

potential in various

Media Classes.

STEM competitions
throughout the year.

Digital Media Instructor
Naz Pankey joins STEAM
Teams at DATE. Ms.
Pankey has a degree in
Television Productions &
Media Studies and
previously worked at
NBCUniversal TV shows.

Animation Instructor
Joy Lamont-Smith (left)

DATEACADEMY

and Robotics Instructor, Dr.
Lee (right) both assist
DATE outside of class via
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On December 10, 2018 DATE Academy's
Digital Media class will be going behind
the scenes to take a tour of the #1 rated
news station where television, radio,
newspaper and social media work
together as a team to get the news to
viewers and listeners faster than anyone
in Georgia.
The WSB-TV tour will give DATE students
an opportunity to connect classroom
objectives and projects with real-life
industry standard and state of the art
facilities. This will be a great experience
to gain knowledge and bring that
knowledge back to DATE Academy to
continue to practice their art forms and
continue to create some great content!
During our field trip DATE Academy will
tour the following:

the STEM Club and First

WSB-TV, virtual channel 2 (UHF
digital channel 39), is an ABC-affiliated
television station licensed to Atlanta,
Georgia, United States. The station
maintains studios and offices at the
WSB Television and Radio Group
building on West Peachtree Street in
Midtown Atlanta.

-

News 95.5FM and AM 750 WSB
97.1 The River Classic Hits
KISS 104.1Best R&B
X107.1 Alternative Pop
B98.5 80s, 90s and Now
New recording studio

-

Captain Herb Emory Triple Team Traffic

Lego League Competition..
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DATE and STEAM Teams are excited to start a new chapter in the
Green Energy and Engineering space with a partnership with
Greenpower USA. Greenpower USA is an Alabama based company
with an objective to advance education in the subjects of
sustainable engineering and technology to young people.
Greenpower runs engineering challenges for schools based around
designing and building a single seat electric powered race car. As
newcomers to the Metro Atlanta area, the shared goal is to create
DATE as a hub in the Metro Atlanta area and spread awareness of
Greenpower USA. DATE will unveil the Greenpower USA courses for
the 2019-20 school year as part of the CTAE offerings. Students will
be able to not only assemble, operate and disassemble the cars,
but they will also receive public speaking and presentation skills.

STEAM Teams
has partnered with
NSBE to bring some
exciting programming
to the students at
DATE as well as
Metro Atlanta as a
whole.
We will provide
support for the STEM
programming and
Competition portions
of the program. NSBE
Professionals will also
regularly attend,
providing Career and
Leadership services
and classes. Students
will have the
opportunity to receive
scholarships to travel

-

Channel 2 Action News newsroom
Channel 2 Action News studio
Severe Weather Center 2
Lottery and Production studios

to Regional and
National events.
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No matter where one stands on the issue, Solar and
renewable energy markets are on the rise and so is
innovation and collective economics at the
community level. In this article I will take time to
explain some basic technical concepts that will serve
as a lead in to subsequent articles regarding
community based renewable energy projects.
Let?s start with some basic electrical theory. AC and
DC respectively stand for Alternating Current and
Direct Current. Power produced by solar panels is in
the form of DC or direct current. Our homes and
businesses utilize AC power from the utility
company?s grid. Therefore, the DC has to be
changed into AC before it enters and can be used in
our homes. [To note, some household loads can
operate on DC but the power coming into the house
is AC.] This conversion from DC to AC is done by a
piece of equipment called an inverter. For a solar
farm the DC energy is converted to AC and then
exported to the utility grid.
Now that we?ve laid this very basic concept let?s talk a
bit more about inverters and zoom out to consider
their function in relationship to the utility grid.

throughout the
southeast region.
He attended
Morehouse College
Emmanuel Kimathi
is a Licensed Solar
Electrical Professional
and is the Director of
the Solar Science
Program with STEAM
Teams. With over
twelve years of
experience in the
electrical industry, he
has provided
curriculum based
training on solar
power and electrical
theory, in partnership
with Advanced Power
& Energy. He
currently works as a
Project Manager and
Lead Electrician for a

Let?s consider a scenario where a power outage
occurs due to a storm. A utility service crew is
dispatched to work on the downed lines. The
lineman confirms that all AC power to the lines he is
about to work on have been safely shut off. Now
let?s consider that there is a solar farm a mile down
the road that the lineman may not be aware of.
Remember we stated that inverters take the sunlight

Solar EPC Firm based

on an athletic
scholarship, and
also graduated
from the
Independent
Electrical
Contractors (IEC) in
2012 with
Journeyman and
Advanced Motor
Controls
certifications.
Emmanuel is
passionate about
educating and
teaching his trade
to others and
enjoys technical
writing. He is also
a fictional writer,
music producer,

in Alpharetta, GA.

and lifelong

Emmanuel has

practitioner of

overseen the

martial arts.

installation of over
10 MegaWatts of solar
power
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convert it to DC then the inverters convert
the DC to AC and export the power along the
utility lines. Solar panels produce power as
long as the sun shines light on them.
Therefore, even though the lineman has
confirmed that there is no AC power from
the substation being put on the lines, there is
the possibility that the lines could be
energized by the exported electricity coming
from the solar farm. This is a potentially fatal
hazard to service linemen and women.
To regulate this, industry wide protocols have
been put in place such as ?anti-islanding?. To
prevent solar farms, namely inverters, from
exporting power to the grid during an outage
all solar systems must be equipped with
anti-islanding functionality and are tested for
proper function in the case of an outage.
Anti-islanding simply means a function that
prevents an inverter from acting alone
(producing power) as an island separate from
the grid.
In summary, inverters are equipped with a
smart system that will shut it down once it
detects that AC power from the grid is lost.
This protects anyone working on utility lines
near a solar installation.
In our next article we?ll begin to discuss how
anti-islanding can be an obstacle to solar
farms providing emergency power and how
microgrids may be an alternative solution to
community-based energy needs. Until then,
stay connected and flow!

AC and DC
respectively stand for
Alternating Current and
Direct Current. Power
produced by solar panels
is in the form of DC or
direct current.
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It is a hefty
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DIGITALDANCECHALLENGE
II. CO-EXISTENSE

The following piece may not align with the thoughts and beliefs of all
were wearing baggy clothes and representing their

dancers but the subject matters do exist and can be well defined in history. In order to

neighborhoods, beating up security and acting a fool,

fully illustrate the need for Digital Dance Challenge, it is to be understood that there is a
division in the dance world that needs to be refined into a mass developmental

with trendy dance moves included. It wasn't new then

to establish the

because the New Jack music era of Bobby Brown and Bel

arena where

Biv DeVoe pre-dates their antics and before that was

each competitor

Chubby Checkers, Rufus Thomas and Morris Day. The

structure that supports and encompasses the desires and beliefs of all dancers, support

job attempting
to unify the

that is biased and unbiased to their specific form.
Urban Dancers - From the early 2000's into recent years, Hollywood did it's best to

difference that changed things for street dance in today's

world of

introduce the world to the new wave of street dance progressing in America through

can choose the

American

fictitious tales of dance competitions with life changing cash prizes. They were formally

dancer they

music it triggered a yearning to display talent where talent was being developed, for

want to be and

both cultural dancers and trendsetters. Trendsetters are the guys front-lining the

Popular Dance

unaware that unique indigenous cultures had rich history in street dance due to a lack
of research. The success came for the famous music artists and renowned hip hop

generations is the music. Once Hip-Hop dance was targeted to create dance and party

party with all the new line dances, which were the people that learned all the new

under one

dancers (not street dancers) that starred in these films. All the while, authentic dance

thrive in their

umbrella but the

scenes were building the real life highway to expose the truth about how street dance

circuit. As long

culture is formed, organized and operated. Those cultural delegates represent the true

as we are

anything outside of a collaboration. There is often tension and conflict between the

separated and

cultural and trend worlds because when it comes down to trendsetters needing more

understanding

definition of an urban dancer. Dancing for fame and recognition is an individual goal,

we have at

but the urban dancer represents a group effort to show the strength of skill and

music artist's dance moves as well. These types of dancers are usually more popular

Digital Dance

knowledge of a city or nation's traditional artifact born from its own music. Urban

dependent on

Challenge

dancers will represent the depth of what music can do for a set of movements

the resources of

ensures us that

performed on signature rhythms. The message of communal strength and tribal unity

Hip-Hop Dancers - Hip Hop dancers, meaning those that focus on using any moves

the

they can deliver in a routine to Hip Hop music, are neither trend dancers or cultural

conglomerate

dancers. They could come from any background, but they have chosen the path of

super powers,

learning jazz and ballet to give them superior strength and coordination. The thing

Trend Setters - During the same time that indigenous dance culture was being

accomplish

mocked by Hollywood, we were living through some trendy times in music. The Atlanta

success for

Hip Hop scene was on the rise. Groups like D4L, Lil Jon & The Eastside Boys and others

dancers of all
walks. Our

Daniel Price is the first
street dancer to go viral on
Youtube and a Memphis

mission is not to

Jookin Legend. He is also

create the Great

the President of Menfes

Dance War, but

Interactive's Dance
Technology and the COO of
Digital Dance Culture, LLC.

content with their repetitious dance moves, they study street dancers to improve their
act.

will resonate from Urban Dance Challenges.

we can only

than cultural dancers. They prefer not to involve their personal brand with anyone or

they will never

that separates them from urban dancers and trendsetters is choreography.
Choreography is noticeable. It doesn't leave you with the same feeling that a freestyle

recognize the

dancer leaves you with. There routines are clean and exciting to watch but the

strength of what

essence of community is taken out of the conceptual mind of a hip hop dancer.

our unity can

Whatever is fresh that can be added to a routine will be force fitted into their piece,
making it look like all dancers hang out and share styles when its simply not true.

become.

Even though the Hollywood industry has manufactured the artificial street dance.
world to the public through hip hop dancers, they are still dedicated and talented
artists who have risen to major fame and fortune in their field.
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STEAM Teams started in 2016 as an incubator
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project within Universal Phoenix Group, LLC, a global
consulting firm involved in the Technology, Athletics,
Entertainment, Marketing and Educational verticals.
STEAM Teams Academics, LLC was founded in 2017
and involves industry professionals, educators,
community organizations and teacher and parent
committees. Our mission is to enable career
discovery in STEM fields through programming which
embraces a holisitc educational approach and aligns
with client and organizational standards and goals.
We seek to not only teach, but show the students we
are able to touch, the business side of various STEM
industries and encourage entrepreneurial pursuits as
well.

OURPARTNERS
175 Carnegie Pl, Ste 109
Fayetteville, GA 30214
fax+1-770-790-0038
www.steamteams.org
info@steamteams.org
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